Recent studies have documented that self-determined choice does indeed enhance performance. However, the precise neural mechanisms underlying this effect are not well understood. We examined the neural correlates of the facilitative effects of selfdetermined choice using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Participants played a game-like task involving a stopwatch with either a stopwatch they selected (self-determined-choice condition) or one they were assigned without choice (forcedchoice condition). Our results showed that self-determined choice enhanced performance on the stopwatch task, despite the fact that the choices were clearly irrelevant to task difficulty. Neuroimaging results showed that failure feedback, compared with success feedback, elicited a drop in the vmPFC activation in the forcedchoice condition, but not in the self-determined-choice condition, indicating that negative reward value associated with the failure feedback vanished in the selfdetermined choice condition. Moreover, the vmPFC resilience to failure in the selfdetermined-choice condition was significantly correlated with the increased performance. Striatal responses to failure and success feedback were not modulated by the choice condition, indicating the dissociation between the vmPFC and striatal activation pattern. These findings suggest that the vmPFC plays a unique and critical role in the facilitative effects of self-determined choice on performance.
Introduction
Many believe that when people can make personal choices in accord with their interests and values they have both improved experience and performance. In accord with this view, psychological experiments have robustly revealed the advantage of selfdetermined choice: when participants could choose a task from multiple ones available in accord with their own interest or value (i.e., self-determined choice), their task performance were improved as compared to when they were assigned a task without choice (i.e., forced choice), even if task difficulty was not different (Leotti, Iyengar, & Ochsner, 2010; Patall, Cooper, & Robinson, 2008) . The practical implications of this facilitative effect of self-determined choice cannot be overemphasized. In fact, the effect of self-determined choice has been investigated in a variety of areas, such as education (e.g., Cordova & Lepper, 1996) , organizations (e.g., Van den Broeck, Vansteenkiste, deWitte & Lens, 2008) , and creativity (e.g., Amabile, 1996) . The beneficial effect of self-determined choice also has theoretical implications in a wide range of human models such as normative economic theories or reinforcement learning theory (Montague & Berns, 2002) , because these normative theories are basically indifferent to whether the choice was made out of oneÕs own will (self-determined choice) or by others (i.e., forced choice).
Despite the broad significance, however, surprisingly little neuroscience research has been conducted to examine the neural mechanisms underlying the self-determined choice. In addition, the limited number of previous research has a restricted focus in two respects. First, previous research in neuroscience has not employed an achievement task (i.e., a task that involves oneÕs skill and competence to obtain high performance), and therefore these studies did not address the possible performance enhancement in selfdetermined choice. For example, several researchers investigated the neural correlates of self-generated motor action (Haggard, 2008; Passingham, Bengtsson, & Lau, 2010) , but these studies focused primarily on identifying the brain areas that cause selfgenerated action of a simple motor task, and its resultant performance has never been questioned. One recent study investigated the neural responses to the anticipation of personal choice (Leotti & Delgado, 2011) , but this study used a pure probabilistic task and did not target the consequential performance caused by self-determined choice.
Second, these previous studies have focused only on the initiation of selfdetermined choice (Haggard, 2008; Passingham et al., 2010) or the anticipation of selfdetermined choice (Leotti & Delgado, 2011) , but overlooked another important aspect of task engagement: processing of outcome feedback. Outcome processing is one of the fundamental and key psychological processes underlying effective performance in achievement tasks (Carver & Scheier, 1998; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996) . Accordingly, it is possible that self-determined choice modulates the neural activity during the outcome feedback period. In fact, a number of behavioral studies indicated that the psychological process of outcome feedback is one prominent factor underlying the facilitative effects of self-determined choice (e.g., Mikulincer, 1988; Moller, Deci, & Ryan, 2006 ; see also Legault & Inzlicht, 2013 , for a study using electroencephalogram).
Thus, the goal of the current study is to examine the neural correlates of the beneficial effects of self-determined choice on task performance, especially focusing on the outcome feedback period. Two primary brain regions have been implicated in processing outcome feedback for an achievement task (Daniel & Pollmann, 2010; Shohamy, 2011; Tricomi, Delgado, McCandliss, McClelland, & Fiez, 2006 ) ---the striatum and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). Previous studies have indicated the flexible role of both the striatum and the vmPFC (and the adjacent subgenual anterior cingulate cortex) in representing task values that are regulated by cognitive states and nuanced contexts (Coricelli et al., 2005; De Martino, Kumaran, Holt, & Dolan, 2009; Fliessbach, Weber, Trautner, Dohmen, Sunde, Elger, & Falk, 2007; Hare, O'Doherty, Camerer, Schultz, & Rangel, 2008; Plassmann, O'Doherty, Shiv, & Rangel, 2008; Weber, Rangel, Wibral, & Falk, 2009 ). In fact, the value representation in the striatum and the vmPFC has been shown to be influenced by various factors, such as intertemporal choice (Kable & Glimcher, 2007; Sellitto, Ciaramelli, & di Pellegrino, 2010) , social norms (Izuma, Saito, & Sadato, 2010; Koenigs et al., 2007) , and emotion regulation (Delgado, Nearing, LeDoux, & Phelps, 2008; Wager, Davidson, Hughes, Lindquist, & Ochsner, 2008) . Accordingly, we expect that the effect of self-determined choice would manifest as brain activity change in the striatum and/or the vmPFC in response to outcome feedback.
In this study, participants played a stopwatch game where the goal was to press a button to stop a stopwatch within a specific time window.
On each trial (Fig. 1A) , participants were presented with a pair of stopwatches, and they were told they could freely choose the one they wished to use in the self-determinedchoice condition. In the forced-choice condition they were told to play with a stopwatch that was assigned by a computer. After a stopwatch was selected, it appeared in the center of the screen. Then participants played the stopwatch task and received feedback. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we investigated how self-determined choice modulates the activation of the striatum and vmPFC in responses to outcome feedback in the stopwatch task.
Materials and Methods
Participants. A total of 35 healthy participants were recruited from Tamagawa University (Tokyo, Japan). One participant could not finish the experiment; three indicated they were distracted and did not follow instructions (in fact, more than 60% of the total error trials were produced by these participants). Accordingly, these 4 participants were excluded prior to fMRI data analysis, resulting in the final sample of 31 [mean age = 20.7 (SD = 2.4), 14 males and 17 females]. All participants gave informed consent for the study and the protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Tamagawa University. Four of the 31 participants took part in the experiment without fMRI scanning. These participants were included only in behavioral results.
Experimental tasks and procedure. We used a stopwatch task that has been proven to be a useful achievement task in fMRI experiments . In this task, participants were presented with a stopwatch, and the goal was to press a button with the right thumb so that the button press fell within 50 ms of the 5-s time point. This time window was the same across the participants. A series of pilot studies were conducted to determine the time window (i.e., difficulty) of the task so that participants could succeed on approximately half of the trials. We took this procedure because 1) previous literature indicated that people obtain the greatest sense of achievement for the tasks of intermediate difficulty (Atkinson, 1957) , and (2) this rate of success allows a sufficient number of success or failure trials to be obtained for proper fMRI statistical analysis. *************************** Figure 1 should be inserted here *************************** The experiment was composed of three scanning sessions, each session consisting of 36 main trials (approx. 14 minutes each). In addition, three catch trials were included at the beginning of the experiment. Each trial (see Figure 1A) started with a task cue 1,500ms) signaling either the self-determined-choice or forced-choice condition, followed by a presentation of a pair of stopwatches. In the self-determined-choice condition, participants were able to freely choose one of the stopwatches to play in that trial by pressing one of the two buttons. In the forced-choice condition, a rounded rectangle that encloses one of the stopwatches appeared 800-1200ms (pseudorandomized) after the stimuli presentation, and participants had to select that stopwatch by pressing the corresponding button. In this condition, responses were not allowed until a rounded rectangle suggested one of the stopwatches. This procedure was intended to expose participants to the choice options almost equally in both selfdetermined-choice and forced-choice conditions. As a result, reaction time to make a choice (counting from the moment of stimuli presentation) was not statistically different between these two conditions (M = 1443.0 ms across the conditions). A trial-based linear mixed-effects modeling (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) did not find a significant relationship between the reaction time to make a choice and task performance (p = 0.46). On making a choice, the stopwatch that participants had just selected appeared in the center of the screen, where participants could start playing the stopwatch task by pressing a button. When a stopwatch was displayed, the participantÕs total score was also displayed in the upper-right corner of the display area. A point was added to his or her score (800 ms after the button press) and the updated score panel flashed for 1,500 ms; no point was added when they failed. The points accumulated throughout the experimental session, but no tangible reward such as money was associated with success. Critically, the difficulty of all the stopwatches was identicalÑ they were different only in their appearance. Participants were explicitly instructed about this fact.
An error message was presented when 1) participants pressed the button before a suggested choice was presented, (2) participants selected a stopwatch that was not suggested, (3) participants had not pressed the button 10,000ms after choice options were presented, (4) participants had not pressed the button 10,000ms after the chosen stopwatch was ready to start, or (5) participants had not pressed the button 8s after the stopwatch started. In those cases, the same trial started again.
We randomly intermixed the self-determined-choice trials (36 trials) and forcedchoice trials (72 trials) for each participant (details about the trial numbers will be described later) with the constraint that there were no more than 3 successive trials of the same condition. The intertrial interval (ITI) was jittered between 1,500 and 5,800 ms (average = 3,500ms). In addition to the ITI, after participants made a choice (both in the self-determined-choice and forced-choice conditions), there followed a variable interval between 4,000 and 8,000 ms (average = 6,000ms), after which participants could start the stopwatch by pressing a button. This variable interval allowed us to efficiently separate the choice-evoked brain activation from the activity associated with the initiation of the stopwatch task. The stimulus presentation and response recording were controlled by Cogent 2000 (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/cogent.php) running on Matlab.
The instruction was provided through a computer program to prevent possible experimenter bias, and participants were thoroughly trained in advance to familiarize them with the task sequence.
After the last scanning session, participants were asked to rate their preference for each stopwatch again, and also to indicate whether they enjoyed self-determined-choice or forced-choice trials (ÒYou had two types of trials, one where you could determine which stopwatch to play with, and the other where you were asked to choose a specific stopwatch to play with. Which trials did you enjoy more?Ó).
Trial matching. We prepared a total of nine moderately attractive stopwatches from a larger set of stimuli (see Figure 2 ). We presented all the possible pairs of different stopwatches three times to every participant (i.e., 108 main trials in total with 36 pairs)Ñone trial per pair of options when the participants were making self-determined choices and two trials per pair of options when the participants were making forced choices. In the two forced-choice trials within a pair, the experimental program made a different choice. With this procedure, it is assured for every participant that each of the self-determined-choice trials has a corresponding forced-choice trial that selected the same stopwatch from the same pair (Òforced-choice matching trialsÓ). Importantly, in order to match self-determined-choice and forced-choice conditions as close as possible, unless otherwise noted, our statistical analysis included only the forced-choice matching trials (a within-participant yoked-control design; Peele et al., 1984) . This way, we could compare the self-determined-choice condition and forced-choice condition with the identical pairs and choices within participants, achieving a perfect control for any confounding effects. Conceptually, forced-choice matching trials represent the situation where participants were externally forced to play with the stopwatch they like, which provides comparison without the confounding influence of differential emotional commitment to the task. Nonetheless, analyses focusing on forced-choice trials involving a different stopwatch (Òforced-choice nonmatching trialsÓ) will be also reported. *************************** Figure 2 should be inserted here *************************** fMRI data acquisition. The functional imaging was conducted using a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio A Tim MRI scanner to acquire gradient echo T2* weighted echo-planar images (EPI) with blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast. Forty-two contiguous interleaved transversal slices of EPI images were acquired in each volume, with a slice thickness of 3 mm and no gap (repetition time, 2500 ms; echo time, 25 ms; flip angle, 90¡; field of view, 192mm 2 ; matrix, 64 x 64). Slice orientation was tilted .30¡
from the AC-PC line. We discarded the first 3 images before data processing and statistical analysis to compensate for the T1 saturation effects.
fMRI data analysis. Image analysis was performed using Statistical Parametric
Mapping 8 (SPM8; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk). Images were corrected for slice acquisition time within each volume, motion-corrected with realignment to the first volume, spatially normalized to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) EPI template, and spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a full width at half maximum of 8 mm.
For each participant, the blood oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) responses across the scanning sessions were modeled with a general linear model (GLM). The analysis was intended to model the following effects: Presentation of cue in the self-determinedchoice condition, presentation of cue in the forced-choice condition, task initiation in the self-determined-choice condition, task initiation in the forced-choice condition, success feedback in the self-determined-choice condition, success feedback in the forced-choice condition, failure feedback in the self-determined-choice condition, and failure feedback in the forced-choice condition. The onset of task initiation was set 1,000ms before the button press, because previous studies showed that preparatory brain activity begins about 1,000ms before action takes place (Haggard, 2008) . It should be noted that, in the regressors of forced-choice condition in task initiation and feedback periods, we only included the trials that suggested the option that the participants selected in the corresponding self-determined-choice condition (i.e., forced-choice matching trials). As indicated earlier, this procedure allowed us to control for any confounding factors associated with stopwatch selection. Both for task initiation and feedback periods, forced-choice trials that suggested the other option (i.e., forced-choice nonmatching trials) were coded as separate regressors. Choice period (i.e., between presentation of choice options and button press to make a choice), motion parameters, error trials, and session effects were also modeled as regressors of no interest. All the regressors (except for the motion parameters and the session effects) were calculated using a box-car function convolved with a hemodynamic-response function. Estimates were corrected for temporal autocorrelation using a first-order autoregressive model. The obtained parameter estimates were then taken to the second level, and a random effects analysis was performed.
In an additional GLM that aimed to control for the total number of failure (or success) experiences that individuals had on each trial, we added the cumulative number of failure trials as a trial-specific parametric modulator to the failure-feedback periods.
The cumulative number of failure trials was computed and included in the model separately for the self-determined-choice and forced-choice conditions.
Analysis for the cue presentation period was a region of interest (ROI) analysis focusing on the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), insular cortex, striatum/pallidum, and midbrain (for reasons, see Results), with a priori anatomical ROIs defined by using the WFU-Pickatlas SPM tool (Maldjian et al., 2003) : Using the AAL atlas, the ACC ROI consisted of the bilateral anterior cingulum; The anterior insula ROI consisted of the bilateral insula; and the striatum/pallidum ROI consisted of the bilateral caudate, putamen, and pallidum. The midbrain ROI was defined by the Talairach Daemon database. A family-wise error-corrected significance threshold of p < 0.05 (k ≥ 5 voxels) within these ROIs were used (the reported significant voxels also survived at p < 0.001, uncorrected, k ≥ 30 voxels).
Analysis for the feedback period (i.e., our main analysis) was also a ROI analysis focusing on the striatum and vmPFC, with a priori anatomical ROIs defined by using the WFU-Pickatlas SPM tool (Maldjian et al., 2003) . The striatum ROI consisted of the bilateral caudate and putamen, and the vmPFC ROI consisted of the bilateral gyrus rectus and medial orbitofrontal gyrus in the AAL atlas. A family-wise errorcorrected significance threshold of P < 0.05 (k ≥ 5 voxels) within these ROIs were used (the reported significant voxels also survived at P < 0.001, uncorrected, k ≥ 30 voxels).
A preliminary exploration of the data indicated that there is a strong outlier in vmPFC activation in response to feedback [more than 3.8SD outside the mean value. GrubbÕs test for outliers (Grubbs, 1950 ) was significant, P < 0.01]. Accordingly, we excluded this participant from the vmPFC analysis.
To quantify the pattern of effects in the ROI analyses, we further conducted a series of post-hoc analyses using a cross-validation leave-one-out procedure to avoid a non-independence bias in the post-hoc analyses. Specifically, we re-estimated our second-level analysis (i.e., 2 X 2 ANOVA, see results), always leaving out one subject.
We selected the peak voxel within the ROI (i.e., striatum or vmPFC) in these crossvalidation second-level analyses. From that new voxel we extracted the beta value from the left-out subject and used these beta values in the series of post-hoc t-tests. This procedure is akin to an independent functional localizer, and ensures the independence of the post-hoc analyses (Esterman, Tamber-Rosenau, Chiu, & Yantis, 2010; GlŠscher, Daw, Dayan, & OÕDoherty) . All the post-hoc analyses were conducted with this procedure. The brain-behavior correlation analysis was also performed based on these extracted beta values.
For task initiation period, an exploratory whole-brain analysis was conducted (p < 0.001, uncorrected, k ≥ 5 voxels). Moreover, we ran additional GLM that added the response time to initiate the stopwatch as a trial-specific parametric modulator to explore how the response time is correlated with brain activation.
For exploratory purpose, we also conducted a within-subject functional connectivity analysis between choice period and feedback period. This exploratory analysis was conducted in order to examine which brain activation during the choice period is related to the modulation effect of the vmPFC activation observed during the feedback period. The procedure took the following steps. First, a new GLM design file was constructed where each individual trial of the feedback period was coded with a unique independent variable. This allowed us to estimate the trial-by-trial brain activation (i.e., beta values) from a seed region during the feedback period (Rissman, Gazzaley, & DÕEsposito, 2004) . Next, the extracted beta values from a seed region (using individual peaks) were included in the main GLM as a trial-specific parametric modulator during cue period. The parametric modulators were included in the model separately for the self-determined-choice and forced-choice conditions and for the success and failure trials, resulting in four different parametric modulators. With this procedure, beta values associated with each parametric modulator represent the association between the brain activation during the cue period and seed-region activation during the feedback period in respective conditions (self-determinedchoice/success, self-determined-choice/failure, forced-choice/success, and forcedchoice/failure). Finally, to investigate condition-dependent change in functional connectivity, second-level random-effects analysis (e.g., ANOVA) was performed.
Results
Behavioral results. Our data revealed that performance on the stopwatch task was significantly better in self-determined-choice condition (M = 0.63, SD = 0.15, range = 0.33 Ð 0.92) than in forced-choice condition (M = 0.59, SD = 0.14, range = 0.31 -0.89; t 30 = 2.49, p = 0.018; Figure 1B ). This provides the evidence that self-determined choice indeed enhances task performance. This effect was not moderated by gender difference (p = .23). In addition, the analysis on the post-session question showed that participants preferred self-determined-choice trials (94%) to forced-choice trials (6%; binomial test; p < .0001), suggesting that participants were indeed motivated for the self-determinedchoice trials over the forced-choice trials.
To further validate our findings, we conducted additional controlling analyses. Brain activation in response to task anticipation. A recent study showed that anticipation of self-determined choice activates a variety of brain regions, especially, the ACC, insula, striatum, and midbrain (Leotti and Delgado, 2011) . To confirm the validity of our experimental task for examining self-determined choice, we preliminarily investigated whether the self-determined-choice cue in our task (in comparison to the forced-choice cue) indeed activated those brain regions. We anatomically defined the ACC, insula, striatum/pallidum and midbrain as ROI, and compared brain activation in response to the self-determined-choice cue with the forced-choice cue within these ROIs (see Figure 3A ; for completeness, Table 1 lists all regions displaying a significant effect in a whole-brain analysis). Because the cue was presented before the presentation of choice options (i.e., before the choice was suggested), all the forced-choice trials were included in the analysis. Consistent with the past study, the self-determined-choice cue activated the dorsal ACC (extending into the medial prefrontal cortex and pre-supplementary motor area), anterior insula, and midbrain more strongly than did the forced-choice cue (P < 0.05, family-wise error corrected). In the striatum, BOLD activity was greater when anticipating selfdetermined-choice relative to forced choice, but this difference was somewhat weaker
and not statistically significant with family-wise error control. With a more lenient threshold used in the same previous study (Leotti and Delgado, 2011 ; P < 0.005, uncorrected; Figure 3B) , however, the self-determined-choice cue did significantly increase activation in the ventral pallidum. In sum, these findings are consistent with previous work (Leotti and Delgado, 2011) and support the validity of our experimental task for examining the neural correlates of the self-determined choice.
*************************** Figure 3 should be inserted here *************************** Brain activation in response to outcome feedback. Our primary interest was whether the brain activation in the striatum and vmPFC in response to outcome feedback would be modulated by the choice manipulation. Thus, we anatomically defined the striatum and vmPFC as regions of interest (ROI), and conducted a 2 X 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with choice condition (self-determined choice or forced choice) and outcome feedback (success or failure) as factors within each ROI (For completeness, Table 2 lists all regions displaying a significant effect in a whole-brain ANOVA).
Activation in the striatum showed a significant main effect of outcome feedback (p < 0.05, family-wise error corrected), indicating greater striatal activity in response to success (relative to failure) feedback. This is consistent with the previous findings that showed the striatum being sensitive to the valence of feedback even without any monetary incentives (Izuma et al., 2008; Murayama et al., 2010; Tricomi et al., 2006) .
However, no significant interaction was observed between choice condition and outcome feedback (Figure 4) . Indeed, the striatal activation in the self-determinedchoice condition is not different from that in the forced-choice condition in response to either success or failure feedback (Ps > 0.19); the greater activation in the striatum in response to success feedback (relative to failure feedback) was observed both in the self-determined choice and forced-choice conditions (Ps < 0.01).
*************************** Figure 4 should be inserted here *************************** In contrast, we found that self-determined choice modulated the brain activation in the vmPFC. Specifically, in the 2 X 2 ANOVA, the right vmPFC activation showed a significant interaction between choice condition and outcome feedback ( Figure 5 ; p < 0.05, family-wise error corrected). Neither the main effect of choice condition nor outcome feedback revealed significant activation in the vmPFC. Post hoc analyses showed that, in response to success feedback, the vmPFC activation in the selfdetermined-choice condition was not different from that in the forced-choice condition (F 1, 50 = 0.70, p = 0.41). On the other hand, however, the self-determined-choice condition showed higher vmPFC activation in response to failure feedback than did the forced-choice condition (F 1, 50 = 14.11, p < 0.01). In other words, whereas vmPFC activation in the forced-choice condition decreases in response to failure as compared to success feedback (F 1, 50 = 6.58, P = 0.01), which is consistent with the previous literature (Hare et al., 2008; Noonan et al., 2011) , this pattern was not observed in the self-determined-choice condition (F 1, 50 = 0.58, P = 0.45). In other words, the selfdetermined choice, relative to forced choice buffered the decreased activation in the vmPFC in response to the negative feedback.
*************************** Figure 5 should be inserted here *************************** In our experiment, the forced-choice condition had a larger number of trials and produced more failure trials (see behavioral results). Therefore, the decrease in the vmPFC in response to failure in the forced-choice condition might merely reflect the habituation to failure that was specific to the forced-choice condition. To address this possibility, we ran another GLM that included the cumulative number of failure experiences for each condition as a trial-specific parametric modulator. This parametric modulator was separately modeled for self-determined-choice and forced-choice conditions in response to failure feedback. The number of failure experiences was not significantly related to the vmPFC deactivation in either condition (p < 0.05, familywise error corrected), even with a more lenient criterion (p < .005, uncorrected). We also conducted a 2 X 2 X 3 ANOVA with choice condition (self-determined choice or forced choice), outcome feedback (success or failure), and session (sessions 1-3) as factors within each ROI, in order to investigate whether our findings were moderated by practice effect (see our behavioral analysis). None of our main findings in the striatum and the vmPFC significantly interacted with the session.
Finally, to confirm that the activation pattern in the striatum and vmPFC were statistically different, we further conducted a 2 X 2 X 2 ANOVA with choice condition, outcome feedback, and brain region (striatum vs. vmPFC) as factors. The analysis showed a 3-way interaction (F 1, 25 = 4.09, P = 0.05), indicating that the striatum and vmPFC functioned differently in self-determined-choice and forced-choice conditions in response to outcome feedback.
The vmPFC result is in marked contrast with the striatum findings, and suggests the possibility that the enhanced task performance in the self-determined-choice condition may be related to this modulation effect in the vmPFC activation in response to failure feedback. To examine whether the differential vmPFC activation in response to failure feedback was indeed related to the enhanced task performance, we further conducted a brain-behavior correlation analysis. Specifically, we indexed the magnitude of brain resilience in the self-determined-choice condition by subtracting the beta value in the forced-choice condition from the beta value in the self-determined-choice condition in response to failure feedback. We also indexed the performance advantage in the self-determined-choice condition by subtracting the task performance in the forced-choice condition from that in the self-determined-choice condition. The performance advantage was uncorrelated with overall task performance (r = 0.06, p = .75), indicating that this index does not merely reflect overall task performance or general motivation for the task. Our analysis revealed a significant positive correlation between these two indices (r = 0.40, P < 0.05), indicating that those who showed less drop in the failure-induced brain activity in the self-determined-choice condition (as compared to the forced-choice condition) exhibited a larger performance enhancement effect caused by self-determined choice ( Figure 6B ). *************************** Figure 6 should be inserted here ***************************
We then conducted the same correlational analysis for the striatum activation, but the correlation was not significant (r = 0.03, P = .89; see Figure 6A ). This finding provides further evidence for the functional dissociation between the striatum and the vmPFC. We also performed the same correlational analysis focusing on the brain activation in responses to success feedback. Neither the vmPFC nor striatum showed significant correlation (r = -0.21 and 0.10, Ps > .31), suggesting that the observed correlation is specific to failure feedback.
Brain activation in response to task initiation. For exploratory purpose, we also examined the brain activation associated with self-determined choice during task initiation (when they pressed a button to start the stopwatch; see Figure 1A) . A whole brain analysis showed that task initiation in the self-determined-choice condition (in comparison to the forced-choice condition) increased brain activation in the presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA; extending into the superior frontal gyrus; P < 0.001 uncorrected), which is implicated in the initiation of self-generated (or voluntary) action (Figure 7; Haggard, 2008; Passingham et al., 2010) . This comparison also revealed other areas of significant activation, including superior frontal gyrus, midbrain, and cerebellum (P < 0.001 uncorrected; see Table 3 ). No brain region showed stronger activation in the forced-choice condition than in the self-determined-choice condition.
Additional GLM model including task initiation time as a parametric modulator did not
show any significant brain activations associated with the task initiation time (P < 0.001 uncorrelated).
*************************** Figure 7 should be inserted here *************************** Functional connectivity analysis between cue and feedback periods. Finally, to explore possible mechanisms underlying the buffering effect of the self-determined choice in response to failure feedback, we conducted a functional connectivity analysis between the brain activation during the cue period and the vmPFC activation during the feedback period. We were especially interested in the connectivity in the selfdetermined choice condition in response to failure feedback. Accordingly, we examined the brain areas whose activation during the cue period showed stronger functional connectivity with the vmPFC activation in response to feedback in the self-determinedchoice/failure condition than in the other three conditions (i.e., self-determinedchoice/success, forced-choice/success, and forced-choice/failure). We used the peak voxel from the vmPFC region that exhibited a significant interaction ( Figure 5 ) as the seed of the connectivity analysis. Given the exploratory nature of the analysis and relatively low statistical power to detect difference in functional connectivity across conditions, we used a relatively lenient threshold (p < 0.01, uncorrected, k ≥ 10). Only three brain areas survived the statistical test, including the central orbitofrontal cortex, a brain area closely related to the vmPFC (Table 4) . These results indicate that, when participants received negative feedback in the self-determined choice condition, the within-person fluctuation of the OFC activation during the cue period is more positively correlated with that of the vmPFC activation during the outcome feedback period, than when participants received feedback in the forced-choice condition or when participants received positive feedback in the self-determined choice condition.
Discussion
The current study provides the evidence that activation in the vmPFC in response to failure feedback for an achievement task is modulated by self-determined choice.
More specifically, our neuroimaging results showed that self-determined choice (as compared to forced choice) prevented the drop in the vmPFC activation (i.e., negative reward value) in the face of failure feedback, and this was related to the enhanced task performance in the self-determined-choice condition. It is worth noting that participants knew that choice options were different only in their physical appearance, which is clearly irrelevant to task difficulty. Despite this subtle manipulation, we found that selfdetermined choice promoted task performance and modulated the vmPFC activation.
A critical question that arises is why the vmPFC activation did not drop in response to negative feedback in the self-determined-choice condition. When people ongoingly work on an achievement task, some failure is essentially unavoidable. Most literature in decision neuroscience assumes that such failures have immediate negative reward value, and in fact, failure has been regarded as the source of many psychiatric symptoms (e.g., depression; Seligman, 1975) . Studies which observed the drop in the vmPFC activation in response to negative feedback (relative to positive feedback) interpreted their findings based on this scheme (e.g., Daniel & Pollmann, 2010 ). Yet negative feedback can serve to provide important information that may minimize further errors and improve people's performance in the long run (Carver & Scheier, 1998) . In other words, people can treat the negative feedback as useful information for improving their own future performance ---this is referred to as interpreting feedback informationally (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan, 1982) . As such, to maintain optimal performance, it would appear that it is critical for people to offset the negative emotional value of failure by treating the feedback informationally and thus embracing the positive experience of using the feedback on their own behalf.
We speculate that this informational processing of negative feedback to be a critical mechanism underlying the facilitative effect of self-determined choice on performance. In fact, several behavioral studies have shown that self-determined choice reduces individuals' vulnerability to failure experiences (Mikulincer, 1988; Moller, Deci, & Ryan, 2006 ; see also Legault & Inzlicht, 2013) . Thus, the absence of the drop in the vmPFC activation in response to failure may reflect the possibility that self-determined choice oriented people toward experiencing the negative feedback informationally, interpreting it in terms of its value for enhancing future performance and attaining future positive outcomes. In accord with this interpretation, there is substantial body of research indicating the role of the vmPFC in updating outcome value (Rolls, 2004) or future outcome expectations (Schoenbaum, Roesch, Stalnaker, & Takahashi, 2009) . Our functional connectivity analysis also implied that trial-by-trial fluctuation of choice value (as reflected in the OFC activation) predicted the extent to which participants were resilient to failure feedback in the self-determined choice condition (as indicated by the smaller vmPFC decrease) more than it did in the other conditions.
It is important to note that our data showed the modulation effect of selfdetermined choice only in the vmPFC, and not in the striatum. The vmPFC and striatum are directly connected brain structures that have been strongly implicated in rewardrelated processing (Haber and Knutson, 2010) , but their functional dissociation has not been well documented in the literature, except for a relatively few cases (Hare et al., 2008; Knutson et al., 2001) . We speculate that, in contrast to the vmPFC, the striatum may entail crude and automatic valuation processes that are relatively insensitive to the context. It has been well established in the psychological literature that the human evaluation process is supported by two qualitatively different systemsÑan automatic, general process and an elaborative, context-specific process (dual process model; Cacioppo and Petty, 1985; Kahneman, 2003 ; this dichotomy may possibly be related to the distinction between model-free and model-based mechanisms in reinforcement learning, which attracts recent attention in decision neuroscience; Daw et al., 2011; O'Doherty, 2012) . It is possible that this distinction may map onto the functional dissociation between the striatum and vmPFC observed in the present experiment. In fact, previous research indicated that initial crude evaluation is made in the ventral striatum/pallidum, whereas the vmPFC is involved in the re-organization of already formed evaluations initially mediated by the striatum (Kim et al., 2007 ; but see also Lieberman, 2007) . Another line of research also suggests a relation between the vmPFC and impulse control (Bechara et al., 2000) . This idea is also consistent with the fact that the vmPFC has strong anatomical connection with the medial prefrontal cortex and ACC, both of which have been implicated in top-down modulation in the cognitive and affective value computation (Botvinick et al., 2004; Matsumoto et al., 2003) . Although researchers have agreed that vmPFC activation is correlated with reward value, the precise nature of value representation in the vmPFC is still debated (Rushworth et al., 2011) . At least, accumulating evidence suggests that the vmPFC represents more than a passive assessment of objective value (e.g., Boorman et al., 2009) . Our findings may have potential to contribute to this ongoing discussion.
The insensitivity of the striatum to the outcome of self-determined choice, however, should be interpreted with caution. On the one hand, this insensitivity nicely corroborates with a recent study (Kool, Getz, & Botvinick, in press ) examining the neural correlates of the classic phenomenon Òillusion of controlÓ (Langer, 1975) . In this study, participants showed higher estimates of reward probability for gambles they had chosen than for identical gambles that were imposed. Despite the increase in subjective reward probability, however, the striatal activation in response to outcome was unaffected by whether participants made a choice or not. On the other hand, there is a line of research showing that the striatal activation to outcome feedback is modulated by the perceived connection between action and outcome (Tricom et al., 2006; Tricomi, Delgado, & Fiez, 2004) . For example, Tricomi et al. (2004) showed that, using a probabilistic task, the striatal activation decreased in response to punishment more in choice condition (i.e., participants could choose an option which they believe to lead to reward) than in no-choice condition. Further studies are needed to examine the effects of self-determined choice on the striatal activation in response to outcome feedback.
Our experiment also replicated a previous study showing that anticipation of choice recruits activity in the dorsal ACC, insula, ventral pallidum, and midbrain (Leotti & Delgado, 2011) . Both the dorsal ACC and anterior insula have been implicated in a variety of cognitive and motivational functioning, such as cognitive control, conflict monitoring, and emotional awareness (Botvinick et al., 2004; Craig, 2009) . This suggests that self-determined choice requires emotional and cognitive commitment to the task. This conjecture is also consistent with a recent fMRI study showing that the anterior insula is related to self-determined reasons for behavior (Lee and Reeve, 2013) .
The ventral pallidum and midbrain have been related to reward processing (Mobbs et al., 2009; Pessiglione et al., 2007) , and as such, our findings suggest that there is inherent reward value in self-determined choice (Leotti and Delgado, 2011) . It should be noted, however, that our experiment has fewer self-determined-choice trials than forced-choice trials to control for item selection bias, and it is possible that the observed activation in response to the self-determined choice trials represents cue saliency (Litt, Plassmann, Shiv, & Rangel, 2011) . Although our findings were consistent with the previous study that controlled for cue saliency (Leotti & Delgado, 2011) , this issue should be addressed in future research. As another side note, we observed somewhat weaker activation in the ventral pallidum. This may reflect the fact that our experimental task has smaller incentive value than the task used in the previous study. Indeed, unlike the previous study, participants were not provided with any monetary rewards and were explicitly instructed that choice of stopwatch is irrelevant with task difficulty. Thus, selfdetermined choice did not convey any information about the immediate reward value in our experimental task.
An interesting finding for our exploratory analysis in the task initiation period (i.e., when participants press a button to start the task) is the pre-SMA activation in the selfdetermined-choice condition. Previous studies have indicated that the pre-SMA is involved in the initiation of self-generated actionÑaction that people choose to perform without any external cues (Haggard, 2008; Passingham et al., 2010; Rushworth et al., 2004) . At a glance, this may lead people to think that the pre-SMA activation reflects self-generated action, as self-generated action seems to bear close resemblance to selfdetermined choice. Yet, the interpretation may not be as straightforward as it seems, because the task initiation was actually voluntary regardless of the choice conditions in our experimentÑparticipants could freely determine the time to start the stopwatch in both the self-determined choice and forced-choice conditions. Perhaps our results indicate that not all the self-generated actions are equal: Even when people can determine the timing to initiate the same task, the subjective sense of freedom to initiate the task may be different depending on contextual factors such as task instructions.
Future work would do well to examine factors that elicit subjective sense of selfdetermination in self-generated action.
The present study provided evidence that self-determined choice has beneficial effects on performance. Yet it is not entirely clear why self-determined choice has such an effect, even when people know that their choice is irrelevant to the ultimate outcome.
This may reflect an evolutionarily innate human need for autonomy (Deci & Ryan, 1985) or prior learning experiences in which self-determined choice led to positive outcomes (learned belief in personal control; Huys & Dayan, 2009) . Work on separating these effects, although conceivably difficult, would greatly contribute to theoretical advancement in the fields of motivation and neuroscience. Note. Results of a whole-brain analysis showing higher activation in the selfdetermined-choice condition than in the forced-choice condition during the task initiation period (i.e., when participants started a stopwatch task; P < 0.001, uncorrected, k ≥ 5 voxels). No areas showed significantly higher activation in the forced choice condition than in the self-determined choice condition. k = number of significant voxels. Note. This functional connectivity analysis examined the brain activation during the cue period which has trial-by-trial connectivity with the vmPFC activation during the outcome feedback period. Results show a whole-brain analysis indicating stronger functional connectivity in the self-determined-choice condition with negative feedback than in the self-determined choice condition with positive feedback and in the forcedchoice condition with positive and negative feedback (P < .01, k ≥ 10 voxels). k = number of significant voxels. 
